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PARTICLES AND FIELDS

THIRD SERIES, VOLUME 32, NUMBER 11 1 DECEMBER 1985
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Upper limits are given on the production of unstable neutral leptons in electron-positron annihila-
tion at 29 GeV. The searches use selected two- and four-charged-particle events and are most sensi-
tive to neutral-lepton masses of the order of 1 GeV/e2 and smaller. However, results are given for
masses up to 14 GeV/c .

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a set of searches for unstable neu-
tra1 leptons which could be produced in e1ectron-position
annihilation at 29 GeV total energy. These searches used
selected events with two or four charged particles and are
most sensitive in the detection of neutral-lepton masses in
the range of 1 GeV/c and smaller. No evidence for un-
stable neutral leptons was found; some model-dependent
upper limits on production cross sections are given. The
data was collected using the Mark II detector at the PEP
electron-positron collider at SLAC.

The known neutral leptons are the v„v&, and v, neutri-
nos associated with the e, p, and ~ charged leptons,
respectively. The obvious and important experimental
question is "Do other neutral leptons exist'7" There is no
comprehensive answer to this question, ' the significance
of an experimental search depends upon the models used
for the production and decay of the neutral lepton as well
as on the method and energy.

The philosophy of the searches described in this paper
is based on three observations.

(1) In high energy, such as 29 GeV, e+e annihilation
there are relatively few events produced with four charged
particles, no photons, and total charge zero. The major
known sources of such events are purely electromagnetic

processes such as e+e ~e+e e e, e e p p
e+e g+~, p+p p+p, and e+e —+~+~ where one ~
decays to one charged particle and the other ~ to three
charged particles, no phoions being produced in either de-
cay. The physics of these processes is known.

(2) There are relatively few events produced with two
charged particles, no photons, and total charge zero if the
events from e+e ~e+e, p+p, ye+e, @@+AD are
removed by a collinearity and coplanarity angular cuts
and other criteria (Sec. V).

(3) In many models an unstable massive neutral lepton
in the mass range of 1 GeV/c or smaller has a substan-
tial branching fraction into two charged particles, with or
without neutrinos. Therefore the process

e+e —+L I.
with both Lo's, decaying, could have the signature of four
charged particles, no photons, and total charge zero. The
signature of two charged particles, no photons, and total
charge zero can occur if the I. has an all neutrino decay
mode in addition to the two-charged particle decay mode.
The two-charged-particle and all neutrino decay modes
are most prominent when the L mass is of the order of 1

GeV/c or smaller. Therefore these searches emphasize
that mass region, although the region up to 14 eG/ Vcis
examined.
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The significance of the searches depends upon the pro-
duction 'and decay models used for the L . Examples of
models and illustrative branching fraction calculations are
presented in Sec. II, Appendix A, and Appendix B.

The apparatus and the criteria used for general event
selection are presented in Sec. III. As described in Sec.
III B, these searches are directed to models in which both
L 's decay within a few centimeters of their production
point; hence there is an upper limit on the L lifetime.
No attempt is made to look for displaced vertices in the
work described in this paper.

Sections IV and V give the results for four-charged-
particle and two-charged-particle events, respectively. All
combinations of particle types were allowed for the four-
particle events; the two-particle events were required to
have at least one electron. The results consist of upper
limits on the number of events found in the smaller mass
range of the L . We present a few illustrative examples
of how these results can be interpreted. Our main object
is to present the results with sufficient generality so that
the reader can apply them to other models and hypotheses
for unstable neutral leptons.

II. MODELS FGR UNSTABLE
NEUTRAL LEPTONS

A large number of hypotheses and models for unstable
neutral leptons have been proposed we shall not re-
view them here. Rather we present a limited discussion of
some models which illustrate the significance of our
searches, models connected to the mass range and experi-
mental signatures available in 29-GeV e+e annihilation
processes. We begin with models which conform to our
present understanding of the weak interaction. Then we
discuss models which do not conform.

A. Fourth generation, conventional weak interactions,
no mixing

A simple extension of our present knowledge of the lep-
tons and the weak interactions would consist of a fourth
lepton generation

and allows mixing between generations. In the simplest
form of this model, the fourth generation

r

L cosP —arising
(L )z, (L )„

JL

mixes with one of the known generations
T

L sing+ vicosP

(4a)

D. Models deviating from conventional weak interactions

The models discussed in Secs. IIA and IIB are in
agreement with conventional weak-interaction theory.
However, our searches are most useful for putting limits
on the existence of neutral leptons which have unconven-
tional weak interactions. We give two examples.

In the first example we consider a pair of neutral lep-

(& )R (4b)

where l =e, p, or ~. The L, decays through the charged
weak current, Fig. 1(a).

Conventional weak-interaction theory and weak univer-
sality put upper limits on sing. This leads to a restricted
model which is discussed further in Appendix A. As dis-
cussed there this model is not useful to these searches for
small L masses because of the relatively long lifetime it
implies for L masses below 2 GeV/c .

C. Charged current and neutral branching fractions

'We use conventional weak-interaction theory to calcu-
late5 the branching fractions for some decays via the
charged current, Appendix B. The purpose is to illustrate
the significance of our searches. Therefore we do a simi-
lar calculation, Appendix B, for the neutral current decay
process in Fig. 1(b), even though the L vvert—ex violates
conventional theory. Figures 2 and 3 give the branching
fractions for the charged current and neutral current. In
particular, they give Bc2 and 8&2, the branching fractions
for decay to two stable charged particles and no photons,
with or without neutrinos. Stable means e—+, p —+, m—+, or
EC'-.

LO
(L )ii, (L )z

I.
(2)

which obeys the Weinberg-Salam theory with no mixing
with other lepton generations. Then the L, will be unsta-
ble only if

m~p) m~

where m is mass. The lower limit on m is about 20
GeV/c from e+e collider searches for sequential
charged leptons. Hence in this model m p would be
above 20 GeV/c and could not be produced in
e+e ~I. L, at 29 GeV. Consequently this model is
not applicable to our searches.

Lo

LO

W

zo

B. Fourth generation, conventional weak interactions, mixing

A further extension of our present knowledge of leptons
copies the behavior of the quarks in the weak interaction

FICi. 1. Diagrams for (a) L decay via the conventional
weak-charged current and (b) L decay via a hypothetical,
flavor-changing, weak neutral current.
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I.O f

I I I I I I I li I I I I I I II

a ( e've+( p.+v+
b ( 7r++ ( K+

c II p+

d $ {aI I others hadroni c modes)

e t) T+v

f 2-charged-particle modes =

is a simplistic version of many more profound and intri-
cate heavy neutral lepton models proposed over the last
decade. These models may have special properties such as
right-handed charged currents. But it is sufficient for our
illustrative purposes to use the branching fractions of Fig.
2.

E. e+e ~LOZ 0 production cross section

C9

~ 0.4
C3
Z'.

co 0.2 e++e ~I. +I (6)

Once we consider neutral leptons with unconventional
weak interactions, we cannot calculate the cross section
or

I 0 20 500.5 I.O 2 5

mLO ( GeV/c )

FICx. 2. Branching fractions for the L decay, Fig. 1(a), via
the conventional weak-charged current, taking the l mass to
be zero. Curve f gives Bcz, the fraction for decay into two
charged particles, no photons, with or without neutrinos.

e++e —+Z v,~~1—+L (7)

This cross section acts as a standard; hence we call it o„,„:

unless we specify the specific model. The variety of
models makes that a tedious task of little utility. There-
fore we only calculate a cross section based on conven-
tional Weinberg-Salam theory for

tons I. ,J with the same unique conserved lepton num-
ber and

m~p) mLp .

Such a pair does not fit into conventional weak-
interaction theory but we can still hypothesize the decay

L, —+I. +Z

and suppose that the decay models have approximately
the branching fractions of Fig. 3.

For the second example consider a singlet heavy neutral
lepton I. which has the same lepton number as the e
p, or ~, which decays through a weak charged current,
but does not decay through a weak neutral current. This

G s (ae +De )(asap +v&0 ) p(3+p2)
96m.(1—s/mz ) 4

ae = —1~ ue = —1+4 sin 8~———0.12,

cr=0.35[P(3+P )/4] pb,

N„,„=77[p(3+p )/4] events .

(8c)

(8d)

g p —+1~ ULp +1

Here G is the Fermi coupling constant (1.166)&10
GeV ), s is the square of the total energy, a and U are
coupling constants, mz is the Z mass, 8~ is the Wein-
berg angle, and p is the velocity of the I. in units of c.
We use sin 8~——0.22 and mz ——93 GeV/c . Then, in-
cluding a —5% electromagnetic radiative correction, at
29 GeV

0.4

0.2

—0.6
(3
z.'

CL 0.4

0.2

g

I I I I I I III

VVe Ve+ VV~ V~+ Vvzvz

b Pe e +vp. p
c v7r + vg

I I I I I ill
g 2-charged-par ticle modes =

b+d+0. 25 f

d vP
e v (all Other hadrarIS)'
f vw+v

Here N„,„ is the number of events which would be pro-
duced assuming u,~„and based on the 220 pb-| of data
used in this analysis (see Sec. IIIC). Nst» does not in-
clude the acceptance of the detector. The threshold factor
has little effect below mL ——10 GeV/c .

F. Weakly decaying neutral bosons

The previous decay scheme examples assumed leptons.
However our searches are also applicable to neutral bo-
sons, X, with two-charged particle decay modes such as

10 20
0

O. I 0.2 0.5 1.0 2 5 50
rrlLo (Gev/c )

FIG; 3. Branching fractions for the L decay, Fig. 1(b), via a
hypothetical, Aavor-changing, weak neutral current taking the v
mass to be zero. Curve g gives 8~2, the fraction for decay into
two charged particles, no photons, with or without neutrinos.
Curve a gives B~p, the fraction for decay into all neutrinos.

X ~l++l, l =e,p, v . (9)

This category includes the proposed neutral Higgs parti-
cles and the sensitivity of our searches depends upon the
model used for the Higgs sector. Another example of this
category is a small mass neutral intermediate boson which
by unconventional couplings evades present limits on the
existence of additional Z particles.
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Muon Detection System
on this Side Not Shown

on the measurable lepton lifetime is

~max bifid/cf 10 "mL, sec, (10)

~y) gi

I p~(yy'iy

) ) gg)y/

Vacuum Chamber

Drift Chamber
(16 layers)

Time-of-Flight Counters
(48 total )

Solenoid Coil

Liquid-Argon Shower
Counter
(8 barrel modules)

Ver tex Chamber
(4 layers)

%iron Flux Return
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Muon Proportional
Tubes

tm

FIG. 4. Cross-section view of Mark II detector.

III. APPARATUS AND GENERAL
EVENT SELECTION

A. Apparatus

Events of interest in these searches must have their de-

cay vertices inside rf,d. Then the approximate upper limit

The Mark II detector, Fig. 4, was used at the PEP
electron-positron collider at the Stanford Linear Accelera-
tor Center. The detector is described in Ref. 8. Here we
emphasize a few properties of the detector pertinent to the
searches described in this paper.

(1) The main drift chamber tracks particles well over
about 80% of the 4' solid angle. The charged particles of
the events used were required to be within a slightly
smaller solid angle, namely, 70% of 4ir.

(2) The liquid-argon electromagnetic calorimeter, used
to detect electrons and photons, covers about 70% of the
4w solid angle.

(3) The lead-sheet and proportional-chamber detectors
(two layers each) at each end of the detector, called end-
cap chambers, cover the polar region from about 15' to
40. These end-cap chambers detect photons and charged
particles.

(4) The photon detection system is incomplete since
there is a gap about 5 in polar angle between the liquid-
argon calorimeter and the end-cap calorimeter, since the
liquid-argon calorimeter has eight separate modules with
longitudinal walls separating the modules, and since the
end-cap chambers themselves have gaps in their angular
coverage.

(5) Electrons scattered out of the beam line by polar an-
gles of 21—82 inrad are detected by a small angle tagging
system. This is relevant to two-virtual-photon processes
e+e —+e+e yVyV, where the final e+ or e are scat-
tered close to the beam line.

(6) The muon detection system covers about 45% of the
4m solid angle.

(7) The vertices of the events used in this analysis all lie
within a fiducial radius of rpd ——4 cm of the beam line.

B. Lifetime criterion

where mL is in GeV, and e+e ~L L production is as-
suined. One effect of this upper limit is discussed in Ap-
pendix, A.

C. Data acquisition and general event selection

The data were acquired at 29 GeV over several years
with an integrated luminosity of 220 pb '. The triggering
efficiency for the events used here was close to 100%.

Events were selected by the following criteria.
(1) The event s vertex is inside a cylinder of 4-cm radius

centered on the interaction point.
(2) There are exactly two or exactly four charged parti-

cles with total charge zero in the main drift chamber.
(3) Each pa~icle has

~
cose

~
& 0.7, where e is t e angle

between the particle's initial vector momentum, p, and the
beam axis. This ensures that all the particles are well
tracked in the drift chamber, and reduces the background
from purely electromagnetic process such as
e+e ~e+e @+p

(4) Each particle has 2.0 & p & 14.5 CseV/c in the two-
particle events and 1.0&p &14.5 GeV/c in the four-
particle events. Here p is the magnitude of p.

(5) There are no isolated photons in the liquid-argon
calorimeter. An isolated photon lies sufficiently far from
all charged tracks such that cosOyj &0 99 Oyj being the
angle between the photon's momentum pr and pj of the
track j. In addition, an isolated photon has Ey ~300
MeV.

(6) There are no photon or charged-particle signals in
the end-cap chambers.

(7) There are no electron signals in the small-angle tag-
ging system.

(8) The two-charged-particle events have a criterion im-
posed by the computer program used to process the raw
events from the detector. The processing time of the, data
was reduced by not completing the processing of some
types of two-prong and one-prong events. To make sure
that we understand the two-charged-particle event effi-
ciency, we require in this work that at least one of the
particles be an electron. Such events were completely pro-
cessed.

(9) The two-charged-particle events have two additional
criteria which .remove most e+e —+e+e
e+e ~p+p, and twoprong e+e ~~+~ events.
These criteria are 8«~~ & 160 and 0«p] & 160'. Here 0„~~ is
the collinearity angle between the momenta of the two
particles and O„pj is the coplanarity angle using the beam
axis. Both angles are 180 when the momenta are exactly
opposite in direction.

After the application of these criterion there were

Number of four-charged-particle events =443,

Number of two-charged-particle events=249 .
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D. Kinematics and acceptance calculations

In all kinematics calculations the masses of the ob-
served charged particles were set to 0. This is a negligible
error because all particles have p & 1.0 GeV/c and there
are few IC's.

The acceptance calculations used phase space for the
three-body decay modes which is sufficient for our
present analysis.

IV. RESULTS:
FOUR-CHARGED-PARTICLE EVENTS

A. Events of all energies

I. I'urther event selection and results

Here p; is the magnitude of p;. If there were no measure-
ment errors, m & 0. Allowing for measurement errors,
we require m & —36.0 GeV /c for a well-measured
event. One event fails this requirement and is removed.
There are 18 events left.

(d) In an event

e+e ~co++x +y++z +( &0 v's) (14)

which comes from the processes in Eq. (12), there must be
at least one way to pair the charged particles, say (co+x )

and (y+z ), such that

p co +px & Ebeam & py +pz & Ebeam

Allowing for measurement errors, the criteria is that there
must be at least one way of pairing the charged particles
so that

We study the 443 events with four charged particles to
look for events from the process p„+p„&15.6 GeV, pz+pz & 15.6 GeV . (15b)

e++e ~L +L
where L has the two-charged-particle decay modes

L'~u ++x-,
L ~y++z +v,

and

L'~y++z-+v+v'+v" .

(12a)

(12b)

(12c)

(12cl)

Here the roman letters stand for e +—
, p

+—
, ~—+, or K—+. The

decay in Eq. (12d) allows for decay through the w mode.
To find such events we impose further event selection cri-
teria. The criteria used here are designed to emphasize
search sensitivity for small Lo mass, of the order of 1

GeV/c and smaller. This is done because above this
mass range the branching fractions of two-charged-
particle decay modes are expected to be small, Figs. 2 and
3. (The other event-selection processes used in this section
and the next have the same emphasis. )

We use the following criteria for further event selection.
(a) Most of these events are from s-pair decays in which

one ~ decays to one charged particle, the other decays to
three charged particles, and there are no photons. The
three-charged-particle decay mode of the r will give three
tracks close together in the drift chamber, and the invari-
ant mass of this triplet, m„will obey m, &m, . This is
used to remove ~-pair events by calculating m, for the
four possible sets of triplet tracks, and defining a ~ pair as
having at least one m, with m, &4.0 GeV/c . This loose
upper limit allows for measurement errors, effectively re-
moves ~-pair events, but reduces very little the search effi-
ciency. 400 events are removed as being ~ pair events.

(b) Next, events with a possible e+e pair are removed.
A possible pair is defined as two oppositely charged parti-
cles (each of which is identified as a possible electron)
with an invariant mass m &0.11 GeV/c . Of the remain-
ing 43 events, 24 are removed as having an e+e pair.

(c) The next criterion uses a missing mass

4 2

(13)

This criterion was not met by seven events and these
were removed.

There are 11 events left which are consistent with pro-
cesses such as e+e —+e+e e+e, e+e p+p . Those
who have worked with non-v, four-charged-particle events
from e+e annihilation in this energy range may be
surprised at the small number of events. Criterion (3)
in Sec. III C (

~

cos8
~

& 0.7) removed many of the
four-charged-particle events expected from e+e
~e+e e+e,e+e p+p

Figure 5 gives the invariant masses of the neutral pairs
of particles. When two sets of pairs satisfy Eq. (15b),
both sets are shown. Calling the pair masses in a set mp, ~

and m~, z, the processes in Eq. (12) require

~pr1 ™Lo, ~pr2 &~La (16a)

m 0&max(m~, ~,m~, z) . (16b)

l5
AJ

~ lO

CL

0 5 IQ l5
SMALLER-MASS PAiR (GeV/c )

FIG. 5. Invariant masses of two neutral pairs of particles in
the 11 events remaining in Sec. IVA after the application of
selection criteria. If two sets of pairs satisfy Eq. (15b), both sets
are plotted.
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The smallest max(m~, i, m&,q) is 6.0 GeV/c . Considering
the e e pair criterion, Sec. IVA, and taking into ac-
count the mass resolution for the decay mode of Eq. (12b)
there are no events with

0. 11&in 0&5.4 GeV/c (17)

which come from the process in Eq. (12). Pending further
analyses, there are ll events which could come from the
process in Eq. (12) with m, & 6.0 GeV/c ~.

2. Interpretative example

0.5

b
b~ 0.2

NQ
CD

O. I

(b)

(90 /o-C. L.UPPer limit )
I I i 1 I I I

I

I I I I I i l I

ace'o /o s~n & 2.3/&stan~ 4 ~ (18)

Here A4 is the acceptance in Fig. 6 and X„,„ is given in
Eq. (8d). Figure 7(a) gives the limit. Using the values of
Bc& in Fig. 2 we also find the 90%-confidence-level upper
limit on cr/ost» Fig. 7(b) and 13.

B. Events with missing energy

Interpretation depends upon particular decay and pro-
duction models, such as those discussed in Sec. II. We
give one example. Suppose the L, decays only through
the charged current. Then the relevant decay modes
comprise the Bcz branching fraction of Fig. 2, namely,
1 e+v„1 p+v&, 1 n.+, 1 K+, and 1 r+v, with the
single charged particle, zero photon modes of the r. Then
for the I o mass range in Eq (17) we find the 90%%uo-

confidence-level upper limit

I

O

b
b 05-

0.2—

O. I
I I I I I I I i I

0.5 I 2 5 IO

ML (Gev/c )

FIG. 7. The 90%-C.I.. upper limit on (a) Bc& o./cr„,„,and (b)
o./o.„,„ for the model of Sec. IVA2 applied to the four-
charged-particle-event data.

O. I 0.2

The argument associated with Eq. (16b) can be applied
here; this event must have m&0) 11.2 GeV/c if it comes

from the process in Eq. (19). There are no events with

1. Further event selection and results 0. 11 &Mz«11.2 GeV/c (20)

We consider a restriction on the process of Eq. (12) in
which the only two-charged-partide decay modes are

(There is a negligible effect of the mass resolution on the

upper limit because all decay modes include neutrinos. )

I. ~y++z +v (19a)
2. Interpretative example

and

I. ~y++z +v+v'+v" . (19b)

Then there must be missing energy in an event, and a
Monte Carlo study indicates that a good criterion is

E;„;„z&5.0 GeV. Applying this criterion to the 11
events remaining in Sec. IV A 1, leaves one event with one
set of pair masses, 5.1 and 11.2 GeV/c .

0.4
& O. Z—
a
CL O.2—
bJ

O. I

O. I 0.2 O.5 I.O 2 5 10

mL- (Gev/c )

FIG. 6. The acceptance A4 for hypothetical four charged-
particle events from the model of Sec. IV A2.

E I.O

(D
CL
CL

~ 0.5

O

b
CU

NZ

I I I ! I I I II I I I I I IIII

I I I I I I III0 I

O. I 0.2CQ 0 5 I 2 5 I0 20
M ~. (Gev/cz )

FIG. 8. The 90%%uo-C.L. upper limit on B&z o./o-„,„ for the
model of Sec. IVB2 applied to the four-charged-particle event
data.

An example of how one might interpret this result is to
assume that the L only decays through a neutral current,
Fig. 1(b). Then the two-charged-particle decay modes are
limited to those in Eq. (19) with branching fraction B~q.
Figure 8 gives the 90%-confidence-level upper limit on
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B~2 cr/o„,„. Since B~2 &0.048 when given by Fig. 3,
the 90%-confidence-level upper limits on o /o„,„are large
(see Fig. 13).

V. RESULTS: TWO-CHARGED PARTICLE EVENTS

Turning to the two-cha'rged-particle events we remind
the reader that at least one of the particles had to be iden-
tified as an electron. It is necessary to use models for the
origin of the two-charged-particle events to further reduce
the number of events, namely, 249. We consider two dif-
ferent models.

2—
Cf)

0
O
LLj 4

0
0

I

8

(b)

A. Events with total energy & Eb

1. Iiurther events selection and results

The first model assumes neutral-lepton pair production

PAIR MASS (GeV/c~)
FIG. 9. Pair-invariant-mass distribution of two-charged-

particle events fitting (a) criteria of Sec. VA and (b) criteria of
Sec. VB.

e++e —+L +L
with

L —+v+v+v,
L '~e++x —+v,

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)
B~OB~,„o/cr„,„&3.9/2N„, „A p (22)

2. Interpretative example

Consider a neutral lepton which decays through the
neutral-current decay modes of Eqs. (21). Then for
mLO&3. 2 GeV/c we calculate the 90%-confidence-level
upper limits

or with the L and L decay modes interchanged. Here v
means neutrino or antineutrino and the same symbol may
represent different types of neutrinos. The x may or may
not be an e. In this process the total charged particle en-
ergy must be less than Eb„, excluding measurement er-
rors. To isolate such events we use the following criteria.

(a) The total energy of the two charged particles is

E,o, &13.0 GeV .

(b) The pair mass must be larger than 0.11 GeV/c to
eliminate e+e pairs. After application of these two cri-
teria there are 115 events left.

(c) Much of the remaining contribution of two-virtual-
photon processes is removed by requiring

p, )3.0 GeV/c,

where p, is the component of the total momentum trans-
verse to the beam line. This leaves 41 events in the sam-
ple.

(d) There are no photons in these events, but there is the
possibility that a photon was not detected because it es-
caped through one of the small spaces between the walls
of the liquid-argon calorimeter (see Sec. III A4). There-
fore we required that the missing momentum not point
within 3.6' in azimuthal angle to the spaces between the
walls. This left 30 events. Note that the event could still
have a photon which passed outside the angular accep-
tance of the liquid argon calorimeter and the end-eap
chambers (see Secs. III A 3 and III A 4).

The invariant mass of the particle pairs in the 30 events
is shown in Fig. 9(a). There is just one event with
m &3.6 CxeV/c . Above 3.6 CxeV/c there are many
events and interesting limits cannot be obtained.

B. Events with total energy= Eb

l. Further event selection and results

We now follow a different event-selection sequence
which selects events in which the total energy of the pair
of particles equals Ebm, excluding measurement errors.
A suitable model is neutral-boson production

e++e —+X +N
with

N ~v+v,
lV ~e++e

(23a)

(23b)

(23c)

or with the X and X decays interchanged. We use the
following event-selection criteria.

%'e require

12.8 &E,o, & 16.0 GeV . (24)

Then we impose criteria b, c, and d of Sec. V A, the previ-
ous section. This leaves a sample of 23 events with the
pair-mass spectrum of Fig. 9(b). There are no events
with m~0&6. 8 CieV. The acceptance, A2' in Fig. 10 can
be approximated by a constant value of 0.23. Then for

Here B~o and B~,„are the branching fractions for the de-
cay modes in Eqs. (21b) and (21c), respectively, and 22 is
the acceptance given in Fig. 10. The upper limits on
B~eB~,„a/cr„,„are given in Fig. 11. The model used for
Fig. 3 has the decay mode L ~e++e +v as a special
case of Eq. (21c). Calculation gives

0.046 for mzo&3. 2 GeV/c . Hence
the 90%-confidence-level upper limits on crlcr„,„using
this model are high (see Fig. 13).
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O. I

m&0 & 6, 3 GeV (taking account of mass resolution)

BpBee o' & 0.023 pb, 90% C.L. (25)

where Bo and B2 are the branching fractions for the de-
cay modes in Eqs. (23b) and (23c), respectively. We do
not give an interpretative example here because we do not
have a general model for the X decay modes.

0 5 I 2 5 IO 20
(Gev/cz)

FIG. 10. Acceptances for hypothetical two-charged-particle
events. A2 is for the model of Sec. VA2, A2' is for the model
of Sec. VB1.

where mL is in GeV. This relatively short lifetime re-
quirement means that this search does not extend the
presently known constraints on the usual model of lepton
generation mixing outlined in Sec. IIB and illustrated in
Appendix A and Fig. 12.

In this paper upper limits were established for
BB'cr/cr„,„where the B's are branching fractions, o is the
cross section for e+e ~L, L, and o-„,„is the standard-
model cross section for

e++e ~z ~ 1~LO+1.0

The 90%-confidence upper limits are given in Figs 7(a. ),
8, and 11; in the smaller-mass range the limits are about
0.1—0.2. Upper limits were also established for neutral-
boson production in e+e ~N .

The determination of upper limits on o/o„,„depends
upon the model used to calculate BB'. Three examples,
given in the paper, are summarized in Fig. 13. Two of the
examples given large upper limits on o./o„,„because in
those examples the lepton has a dominant all neutrino de-
cay mode. Upper limits on olo.„,„greater than 1 may be
of interest in evaluating models which have e L Wc-ou--

pling with a large coupling constant.

VI. SUMMARY ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We have used two- and four-charged-particle events
produced in e+e annihilation at 29 GeV to search for
unstable neutral leptons produced via e+e ~L L
The search is most sensitive to lepton masses of the order
of 1 GeV/c or smaller, because L decay modes with
zero or two charged particles are expected to be prominent
in this small-mass region. However the search was ex-
tended up to masses of 14 GeV/c . No evidence was
found for the existence of unstable neutral leptons.

This search required that the decays occur close to the
e+e interaction point, setting an approximate upper
limit on the lepton lifetime of

Tmax =10 "mL, sec,
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the model of Sec. VA2 applied to the two-charged-particle
data.
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FIG. 12. The solid curves give the lifetime for
L, ~e +anything assuming the conventional weak-charged
current and the values of the mixing parameter, sin2$, shown on
the curves. The dashed curve gives the approximate upper limit
on th'e lifetimes accessible to the search methods in this experi-
ment.
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All other decay modes are calculated as ratios to I', . For
the lepton 1; with i = u or r and y =m; /m (Ref. 7)

I (l 1;+v;)/I, =1—8y+8y —y —12y lny .

Turning to the single-hadronic decay modes, we use the
formulas of Tsai' for L —+vL +X by making the change
L ~L,vL ~l, which can be done since the 1 is
massless. For example, from Ref. 10

I (L ~l m+)=6. 71X10' m (1—m /m )

and from Eq. (Bl)

F,(L ~l e+v, )=3.43X10' m

Hence

I (L ~1 n+)/I (L ~l e+v, )

=1.95(1—m~ /m ) /m2 .

In this equation and all equations in this appendix, masses
are in GeV/c . Using Ref. 10 and proceeding in this
manner we find the following.

For the scalar S; with i =m or E
FIG. l3. The 90%-C.L. upper limit on 0./g, t,„ for (a) the

model of Sec. IVA2 applied to the four-charged-particle data,
(b) the model of Sec. IVB2 applied to the four-charged-particle
data, and (c) the model of Sec. VA2 applied to the two-

charged-particle data.

I'(1 S;+)/I, =C;(1—y) /m

Here C = 1.95 GeV, C~ ——0.14 GeV .
For the vector V; with i =p, K', or

y=m; /m

I'(1 V~+)/I, =C;(1—y) (1+2y)/m

(83)

Department of Energy under Contracts No. DE-AC03-
76SF00515 and No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.

APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF WEAK UNIVERSALITY

The effect of weak universality restrictions on the life-
time is illustrated by a model in which v, mixes with L
as in Eq. (4). From a measurement of the ir~ev, branch-
ing ratio, Bryman et al find sin. $~0.027 with 90%
confidence. The solid curves in Fig. 12 give the lifetime,
T, for L ~e +anything, using the decay process in Fig.
1(a) and the calculations in Appendix 8 Sec. I, for various
values of sin P. The dashed curve gives the upper limit
T,„, Eq. (10), for the search method used here. When
sin P is of the order of 0.01 or smaller, our search method
requires m o) 2.0 CxeV/c . But as shown in Fig. 7(b),
the search sensitivity decreases rapidly as m o increases
above 2.0 GeV/c .

APPENDIX B: BRANCHING FRACTION
CALCULATIONS

A. Charged current decay

The branching-fraction and lifetime calculations use
Fig. 1(a) and conventional weak-interaction theory.
The I. has mass m in GeV, the l' is given zero mass
and all neutrinos are given zero mass. The decay width
for L ~l e+v, is

Here C =4.27 GeV, C ~=0.31 GeV, Cq ——2.21
GeV2

For the multihadron decay modes '
I (1 +(hadrons)+)/I, =3[(1—2bi+2bi —bi )

+(1—2b, +2b, ' —b, ')] .

Here the first polynomial is for the production of ud
quark pairs and bi ——(1.0/m) . The second polynomial is
for the production of cs pairs and b2 ——(2.0/m) . The b's
are dimensionless.

B. Neutral-current decay

We cannot use conventional weak-interaction theory
here since the decay in Fig. 1(b) violates that theory. But
we need an illustrative calculation for the branching ra-
tios. Therefore we calculate as if the flavor-changing neu-
tral current vertex L -Z -v behaved exactly the same as
the v-Z -v vertex. We define a basic, fictitious decay
width

1 „=(—,'cos"Oii )G m /192m' . (86)

All other decay modes are calculated as ratios to I „. We
take all neutrino masses to be zero.

The decay L ~vv;v; (i =e, v, or r) in this model has
the width '

I,= I'(1 e+v, )=G m /192m. (81) I (vv;v;)=I „(a„+v ), (87)
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I ( vve ve +vs vu +vvrv ) /I ~ =8.00 . (88)

where a„+U =2.00. For the sum over all neutrino-pair
decay modes

Here the constructive interference between the v and one
of the v;v; pairs is included.

The decay width for L —+vlt+l; (i =e,p, r) has a for-
mula ' similar to Eq. (87) with at +Ut ——1.01 and a
threshold factor T. Hence

( 2
' 1i2

T(r)= dx 1 — 2x (3—2x)+r2x2
0 1 —x

(89a)

(89b)

I (vS,. )/I „=1.71(1—y) /m

For the vector V; with i =p or w

I (vV; )/I „=3.75(1—y) (1+2y)/rn

(810)

(811)

The multihadron decay modes are calculated using the
width ' for decay into a qq pair

with r =2m;/m.
The decay widths for single-hadron decay modes, such

as L ~v+m, are calculated from the corresponding de-
cay mode in Sec. I of this appendix, such as
Lo~l +n.+, using the ratio I „/I, and a ratio of
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For the scalar S; with
i=m orq

I (v+(hadrons) )/I „
3

= g CJ(1 2bj+—2bj bj ) .— (812)

Here j= 1 stands for pp+ dd +ss pair production, j=2
stands for cc pair production, and j=3 stands for bb pro-
duction. We use Ct ——12.51, b

&
——(1.0/m), C2 ——3.51,

b2 ——(3.1/m), Cs ——4.50, b3 ——(10.0/m) . The C's and
b's are dimensionless.

I (vqq)=I „(as +Us )(3) .

The quantity as +U& is 1.17 for a u-type quark and 1.50
for a d-type quark. We find
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